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This major new work of channeled literature shows readers how to develop their own intuitive

abilities and continues the program of self-development begun in Paul Selig's popular previous

book, I Am the Word.In this bold, bracing, and tremendously practical new work of spiritual

psychology, author and medium Paul Selig takes the channeled teachings begun in his acclaimed I

Am the Word into dramatic new territory. In this fresh revelation, the invisible teachers who speak

through Selig actually instruct readers on how to develop their own powers of intuition, clairvoyance,

and inner knowing.The Book of Love and Creation simultaneously helps readers develop as

spiritual beings within, while growing into increasingly capable, resilient, and confident individuals

amid the demands of outer life.Â Filled with meditations, exercises, psychological insights, and

affirmations, The Book of Love and Creation immediately produces change in the life of every

dedicated person who approaches it. Perfect for returning readers and newcomers alike, the book is

an extraordinary experience in a new body of channeled wisdom that is attracting readers across

the world.Â 
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â€œGenerosity and compassion flow from Paul. His gifts help me find deeper connections to myself

and to the world. His guidance is powerfully freeing, and, to me, indispensable.â€•Â â€”Joan

LarkinÂ â€œIn a world of would-be psychics making great claims for themselves with little evidence

to back them up, Paul Selig is the real thing.â€•Â â€” Rachel Pollack, author of 78 Degrees of

Wisdom: A Book of Tarotâ€œPaul and his Guides somehow manage to transmit and then explain



ancient gnostic revelations in simple language that anyone can understand. The result is a kind of

handbook on how to access and use theÂ creative or 'out-picturing' powers of language and

thought (our 'knowing') and theÂ deep, still unconscious divinity of humanity (our 'worth'). A magical

book.â€•â€”Jeffrey J. Kripal, J. Newton Rayzor Professor of Religious Studies, Rice

Universityâ€œThrough his clear, compassionate, and at times ruthlessly insightful spiritual guides,

Paul Selig has written a breathtaking and powerful treatise on the importance of self worth to

spiritual knowing. However, this is no armchair new age philosophy. It is a transformational manual

dedicated to making this essential knowing accessible. I found this to be one of the most powerful

and influential books I have ever read."Â â€”Jose Luis Stevens Ph.D., Co-founder of The Power

Path, psychologist,

teacher,Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  and author of

Secrets of Shamanism, The Power Path, and Awaken the Inner Shaman

Born in New York City,Â Paul SeligÂ attended New York University and received his master&apos;s

degree from Yale. A spiritual experience in 1987 left him clairvoyant. Selig is considered one of the

foremost contributors to the field of channeled literature working today.Â Paul offers channeled

workshops internationally. He serves on the faculty of The Omega Institute, The Kripalu Center and

the Esalen Institue. Also a noted playwright and educator, he served on the faculty of NYU for over

25 years. He directed the MFA in Creative Writing Program at Goddard College for many years he

now serves on the college&apos;s Board of Trustees. He lives in New York City where he maintains

a private practice as an intuitive and conducts frequent livestream seminars. Information on public

workshops, livestreams and private readings can be found at paulselig.com.

This book and it's predecessor I Am Word will change your life as few books can do! It is radical in

the best way...The channeled spirits ask you to choose if you want to be a vessel for Christ's Love a

nd they promise to help in so many ways. This is serious stuff people..and Now is the time. The

planet is evolving from fear to Love. We are being asked to choose to participate in this change as

we allow ourselves to let go of fear based choices so that we may become vessels through which

His Love flows. Highly recommended!!!

This book has given me new insights and inspiration as I search for spiritual and metaphysical truth.

I will be using the advice given for years to come.



Paul Selig has been the reciever of incredibly important material from the Council of Ascended

Beings. There are 3 books in this set that lead one to greater understanding of What we are, Who

we are and how we Serve. The Book of Love and Creation is the second book in the series and

ideally should be read in this sequence. This book helps us to understand that Love (that which is

the incredible loving, creative energy of our Source, or GOD), and by realizing this and practicing

the afformations given in the books we are able, over a period of time, to raise our vibrations and

become Christed, as Jeshua promissed in his ministry on Earth some 2,000+ years ago. By

becoming true Christed beings, we change the world and bring all humans into their own Christ

consciousness.

I absolutely adore and love Paul Selig's work. This book is utterly life transformative. Deep,

compelling and intense.

The second in a trilogy that is changing my life. Literally. So grateful for this work.

So far . . . it's what I expected, which is good . . . New to these "channeled" books, but Abraham

was so great . . .This seems a 'softer' read than, say "Live Your Divinity"(which I'm also reading & is

good, too) -- which I was hoping for anyway.In Intro, author says this book is a 'continuation and a

deepening' of his 'guides' teachings, who say "this is the time, we have choice, and we are being

asked again and again to wake up and claim our divine birthright" .(Love:The Secret, Louise Hay,

Braden, Abraham, Dooley, Dyer .....)

I read this book over about a six month period, doing my best to digest every single line. It's THAT

powerful. And the minute that I finally finished it, I went back and started over again from the

beginning, wanting to make sure that I didn't miss a single insight. The channeled messages are

designed to help raise a person's frequency, and nudge consciousness to an ascended state. And

one can feel a transformation occurring merely by being in the "presence" of the messengers while

reading.To anyone who is serious about ascension, and is willing to commit to putting suggestions

into practice, this book and its predecessor (I Am the Word) are absolutely essential.

The Book of Love and Creation is indeed THE book of LOVE & CREATION.It is filled with this

soothing and compassionate frequency in every WORD, therefore it naturally inspires you to

CREATE out of LOVE. For me, that's genious and demands mindful action and a disciplined mind



aligned with a passionate heart... and practice, practice, practice...So, if you allow yourself to flow

and feel called to read this text, dare to trust your guts and dive in... embrace a life as it is with

curiosity... change is in the air, and it is fun and challenging and peaceful, you will find out by

yourself if you taste any of the given exercises ... all at once, if one allows... go for it!
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